Get Google Ads Free!

This is FREE!

"Claim your FREE
subscription to
my newsletter
(a $197 value,
yours free!)...

>> Internet Multimillionaire is deliberately out to show up Google, Yahoo,
MSN and every other big search engine by giving away this monster of a
secret! (But he doesn’t even care!)...

"Internet Marketer Gets $87 Million in
Google Pay-Per-Click Ads FREE! ... And
Makes Over $314 Million as a Result! ...
And Now He's Going to Give You This
Same Secret for Next to Nothing!"

... And I'll send you 100s
of tips and secrets for
growing your Internet
business!"
Here are a few of the
"goodies" you'll get:
●

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●

10,000 Insider Tips
●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

New "Mega-Trends"
Online (as they
happen)
●

The Hottest New
Products (as they
become available!)
●

Top Secret MoneyMaking Opportunities

“Everyday Google sells several $10 million’s in pay-per-clicks. But
I get all mine absolutely FREE – and now I am going to show you
how to get yours FREE also!”
That’s right – Start Sharing in the *Incredible* Secret So Few Others Know
About that Allow Them to Actually Get All Their Pay-Per-Click Advertising
Absolutely FREE!
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you won't want to miss
out on!

Fast facts about this amazing NEW SECRET!...

Insider reviews
showing you which
products you should
buy or sell, and which
you should stay clear
of! ...

This is an incredible system developed by none other than Dr Jon Cohen, MD
(retired) who found a little-known “twist” in how to use the pay-per-click (PPC) and
paid-for targeted advertising programs at Google™ and the other search engines.

●

Dr Jon has personally used this to:

Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!

●

Enter your information below,
to subscribe INSTANTLY:

●

Remember: We hate Spam as
much as you do, so you know
we'll never divulge your name &
email to anyone, now or ever!

Eliminate over $87 million in otherwise paid-for and PPC ads at Google™
and other search engines over the course of about 9 years now!
Generate over $314 million in product sales as a result of this incredible
savings!

●

Acquire a personal wealth of more than $68 million! (Net)

●

Start and develop 16 online ventures of his own.

●

Your First Name:
Your Last Name:
E-Mail Address:

Has coached “live” where he taught others this same amazing formula including 198 executives from major Fortune 500 and FortuneSM 1000
companies, 14 representatives of publicly-traded companies on the New
York Stock ExchangeSM (NYSE), 82 more on the NASDAQ®, 5 members of
investment houses on the American Stock ExchangeSM (AMEX), as well as
at least one former US Congressman (now retired also) who now stays at
home and runs a home-based online family business, among countless
others.

Confirm E-mail:

This system has nothing to do with Google “vouchers” or “AdWords™ credits.”
Submit Query

Web Business Secrets LLC
676A 9th Avenue, Ste 215
New York, NY 10036
Copyright (c) 2007
All Rights Reserved

Instead, Dr Jon’s system is very unique to say the least, and allows for the
elimination of advertisers having to suffer the burden of costs of their Google and
otherwise paid-for search engine advertising expenses!
It can even create many additional streams of income flooding money directly into
your pocket very quickly!
Above all, it’s unlike anything you’ve ever seen!...

Wednesday, 9:35 a.m.
Dear Friend,

8/31/2008

I hope you hate spending money on all your Google™ pay-per-click advertising, because if
you do you’re in luck!
Finally, after many years of getting ALL my PPCs at Google, Yahoo, MSN and literally 100’s
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of other TOP Search Engines for FREE, I’m finally ready to let YOU in on “MY” most
closely-guarded secret!
8/31/2008

The FACT is: I’ve been advertising on Google (the world’s TOP search engine!) as well as on
Yahoo, MSN and literally 100’s of others WITHOUT spending any money!

>>
8/31/2008

I’ve literally enjoyed over $12 million a
year in Google advertising alone (but all
absolutely FREE!)

And BEST of all, I’m NOT lying (I really do get literally $millions$ in FREE advertising each &
every year at ALL the TOP Search Engines!)
8/31/2008

And *MY* secret has made me very, very, AMAZINGLY RICH!

But the ironic thing is: It wouldn’t surprise me
if you’ve never even heard of me!
… and I don’t really care either.
I’m not one of the more popular well-known Internet gurus who loves rubbing his name in
your face over and over again! (I mean, who cares who they are, or who I am? -- We are all
just people regardless of how well-known or rich we become, right?)
I have personally owned and operated 16 different Web-Businesses over the last 9
years (since the mid-1990’s) and have sold EVERYTHING you can imagine!
Yes, I’ve even done the whole “eBay” thing!
I’ve now built well over a dozen Internet-based firms that specialize in selling everything from
women’s cosmetics, men & women’s clothing, electronic publishing (i.e., ebooks),
hardcopy publishing (real “tangible” books), special industrial machinery, building
supplies, pet food & pet supplies/toys, children & adult games, DVDs/CDs, Subscriptions,
all the way to Memberships Sites (with recurring billing!)
Plus a lot of other things too!
And in selling all these things with all these Web-businesses I’ve owned, I’ve NEVER paid for
any advertising whatsoever!

>>
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I learned an amazing secret very early on
that allows me to advertise on TOP Search
Engines, but WITHOUT spending any money on
pay-per-clicks!
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You see, the BEST part of having my secret in YOUR possession is this: You NEVER have
to worry how expensive all your PPC-advertising is because quite simply, IT DOESN’T
MATTER!
You can set your PPC account as follows WITHOUT any worries with *MY* NEW amazing
secret:
1. You CAN now bid as high as you like on any select keyword
(and thereby blow ALL your competition right out of the
water! -- and NEVER have to pay for a single ‘click!’)

2. You CAN now set your daily budget as high as you want to go
(and thereby be assured of having ONLY the BEST *TOP PREMIUM*
positions at all Search Engines -- these are the
color ribbon areas over the “organic” results everybody sees first!) But
DON’T worry as you’ll never pay for a single
day of pay-per-click advertising regardless of how high
you set your budget!

3. You can add as many select keywords and keyword phrases for any
PPC campaign you like, as you will NEVER be paying for any of it!
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4. You can sell as many products, and start as many WebBusinesses as you like (just like I have now gone ‘wild’ and done!) as
targeted PPC advertising costs are no longer
any real concern for YOU!
Apparel / T-Shirts
Art & Supplies
As Seen On TV
Automotive
Baby Products
Candles, Incense, Potpourri
Closeouts
Collectibles
Computer Products
Convenience Store Items
Crafts & Supplies
Dollar Store Items
Electronics
Fashion Accessories
Food & Grocery
Garden & Lawn
General Merchandise
Gifts
Handbags, Purses & Luggage
Hardware, Tools, Building Supplies
Health & Beauty Aids
Holiday & Seasonal Items
Housewares & Home Furnishings
Jewelry
Knives
Leather Goods
Liquidators
Music
Novelties
Office Supplies
Party Items
Perfumes & Fragrances
Pet Supplies
Promotional
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Regional & Ethnic Items
Religious
Retaier & Dealer Supplies
Self-Defense & Security
Shoes & Footwear
Sporting Goods
Sunglasses & Eyewear
Telephones / Cellular
Tobacco / Smoking
Toys, Games, Hobbies
Videos & DVD's
Watches

5. You can therefore get extremely (even ridiculously!) wealthy

as you can “afford” to get literally $millions$ yearly in PPC-advertising,
because all costs will now be removed
meaning everything you're making is pure 100% GROSS
PROFIT!

Imagine living in this home just like I do!

Think of my “secret” this way:

This is FREE!

Say you went to the heads of Google, Yahoo, MSN and 100’s of other TOP Search Engines,
and got to be good friends with them, and then they suddenly said to you:

“Don’t worry ever again on paying for
advertising with us – we’ll just let you
advertise on our search engines, but we
won’t charge you – so feel free to sell
whatever you want, using as many
keywords as you want, and we’ll even

place YOUR ADS at the TOP of
every FRONT Page and for EVERY

"Claim your FREE
subscription to
my newsletter
(a $197 value,
yours free!)...
... And I'll send you 100s of tips
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SINGLE KEYWORD you choose!”

and secrets for growing your
Internet business!"
Here are a few of the "goodies"
you'll get:

Would you take them up on this offer?
●

You’d be crazy not too, right?

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●

10,000 Insider Tips
Just think of how rich you’d get as a result of all this incredible advertising, where you
NEVER experienced any risks on advertising because it didn’t cost you a thing!

●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

“How I beat the problem of having to pay
Google, Yahoo, MSN and every other search
engine to make an extra $26.7 Million last year
with PPC marketing – but FREE...
“... And how 100s of regular people have
followed my lead and used my
BREAKTHOUGH secret to earning LARGER
profits due to eliminating their Pay-Per-Click
ad costs!”

New "Mega-Trends"
Online (as they
happen)
●

The Hottest New
Products (as they
become available!)
●

Top Secret MoneyMaking Opportunities
you won't want to miss
out on!
●

Insider reviews
showing you which
products you should
buy or sell, and which
you should stay clear
of! ...
Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!

Obviously the very BEST way to increase profits is to eliminate or greatly reduce costs in the
promotion of your business -- this means doing away with the cost of advertising.

Enter your information below,
to subscribe INSTANTLY:

Last year I was able to make an “extra” $26.7 million by eliminating ALL of my pay-perclick advertising because I used my own ‘secret’ which allows me to do away forever with
the burden of costs of targeted PPC ads.

Remember: We hate Spam as
much as you do, so you know we'll
never divulge your name & email
to anyone, now or ever!

And I can show you 100s of real-life examples of *ordinary people* who I've shared my secret
with and who are now making lots more money RIGHT NOW because they are able to get
highly-targeted and extremely effective pay-per-click advertising FREE, too!

Your First Name:
Your Last Name:

Here are just a few examples...
E-Mail Address:
Confirm E-mail:
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"I love your secret for placing PPC Google ads but for free. I
have grown my business now to earning for me a passive $600 a day
profit! Before I was just getting by, but now using your secret
technique for getting free pay-per-clicks at all search engines my
business has been able to take off.

“I am so grateful to you for releasing your
secret to the rest of us who have been struggling just to make a
buck online.

“Many, many thanks!”

Jordan Fuller

"What can I say but way to go! I’ve been online since the big dotcom explosion of the mid-90s and have made just a tad of wealth,
but never anything as of late like this (and thanks wholly to your
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secret method for getting PPCs free!)

“My costs have always been rather high, and a tough balancing act
to say the least.

“Now with your help I’ve been able to dissolve nearly $2 million a
year that ordinarily would have gone towards advertising (but

which now will go to profits!)
“I was beginning to give up, but now I have the goose that lays
golden eggs all day long thanks to you!"

Richard Cook

"I made good on the Net last year, but didn’t get rich by any
means. But THIS YEAR is very different as after applying your
secret to getting highly targeted Google and Yahoo ads I have now
boosted my advertising efforts to a much larger degree.

“This has had the effect that now I have built a most impressive
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inhouse customer list while selling more of my product line.

“The combination of a larger database of

customers and cashflow is very exciting to
say the least.

“Thanks for opening the secret-of-secrets, at least as far as
getting PPC’s is concerned."

David Oyahma

"I got your secret system for placing Google ads free of costs and
at first was sure it couldn’t be for real.

“My wife and I tore it apart and then it hit us that this was so
easy we kicked ourselves in the head for not seeing this secret
ourselves!

“Now that’s all we do is plan AdWords campaigns for more products
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than we even had to start with … and the result has been an
explosion in our online business!

“We just surpassed our best record with
over $32,670 in pure 110% profits from the Internet.

"I just can’t believe I didn’t figure this out for myself."

Lester & Tina Bailey

"Ha! My mom is eating her shorts! I’m a 19-yr old single mom
working out of my home, and using your secret I have now been able
to make a killing on the Internet.

"I started out slowly using your secret until I got the hang of
it–
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now

I'm making thousands of dollars daily

easy!

“Just last month I topped over $61,000 just from my little-ole PC
in the corner of my living room!"

Lisa Brookes – Fashion Consultant

* The testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not apply to the average purchaser, and are not
intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Each individual's success depends on
his or her background, dedication, desire, and motivation.

On that note...

"Claim your FREE subscription to my
newsletter (a $197 value, yours free!)...
... And I'll send you 100s of tips and
tricks for growing your Internet business!"
Claim your FREE subscription to my bi-monthly "Web-Business Secrets Newsletter," and I'll
send you 100's of tips and ideas for starting and growing your own profitable Internet
business...
… Using the very SAME strategies and secrets I’ve personally used to grow an initial
$46 investment into well over $318,540,000 in online sales!
Simply enter your name and e-mail address below, and you will be subscribed
INSTANTLY:
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Your First Name:
Your Last Name:
E-Mail Address:
Confirm E-mail:
(Example: tom432867@yahoo.com is CORRECT,
where tom432867@yahoo or tom432867 are INCORRECT)

Important: I will never share your contact information with anyone.
Unsubscribe at any time! Privacy policy.

“The 3 most important strategies you
MUST do right now in order to
EXPLODE your online business!"
There are many strategies you can use to build a successful online business harnessing the
true power of the Internet.

This is FREE!

But from among them there are just 3 principle strategies you must use that will forever
put you above and beyond your competition, allow you to promote any product you want, and
allow you to gain online riches faster than most everyone else!

Strategy #1:

Write only extremely effective pay-perclick ads for whatever you’re selling!
About 98% of all advertisers stink at writing and
preparing ad copy. What good is advertising if your
ads don’t do their job as well as they could? You have
a very limited space in which to stimulate your
prospective buyers at search engines (e.g., Google
allows just 25-characters per headline, and 35characters per two additional lines of selling. You
therefore MUST make the most of the very limited
space!)
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Internet business!"
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Strategy #2:

Generate only the absolute very most
targeted select keywords and bid them
appropriately to get the very best
positions so that your prospects see your
ads above everybody else’s!
It is your responsibility to generate every possible
keyword and phrase that’s applicable to targeting
your select audience. And once you’ve collected them
all, you MUST bid them in such a way that you get only
the TOP placement (i.e., the top blue ribbon spots
on the very FRONT PAGE and for ALL your
keywords!) And this usually would be extraordinarily
expensive beyond 99.9% of webmasters’ and
promoters’ best and most generous budgets.

Here are a few of the "goodies"
you'll get:
●

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●

10,000 Insider Tips
●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

New "Mega-Trends"
Online (as they
happen)
●

The Hottest New
Products (as they
become available!)
●

Strategy #3:

Top Secret MoneyMaking Opportunities
you won't want to miss
out on!

Eliminate ALL this advertising costs you’d
otherwise have to pay (like everyone
else!)
●

Imagine now after having aced Strategies #1 & #2
above, you were suddenly able to just eliminate all
these advertising costs involved, but WITHOUT
losing your ads’ thunder or placement. This is the
MOST IMPORTANT strategy of all: Forever eliminating
all your PPC costs -- and regardless what they cost!
This puts YOU in the top position and gives you
the ultimate cutting edge advantage over everybody
else – FOREVER!

Insider reviews
showing you which
products you should
buy or sell, and which
you should stay clear
of! ...
Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!
Enter your information below,
to subscribe INSTANTLY:

Most people will NEVER be able to have all 3 strategies working for them as they will never
claim my secret for themselves!

“Here’s how my breakthrough
secret works in action…"
The best part is that my secret breakthrough doesn’t require you to do anything
different at all in setting up your Google, Yahoo, Overture, MSN (or any other search
engine) ad campaign.
The first thing you would do is go to Google’s AdWords Welcome/Get Started Page…
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Remember: We hate Spam as
much as you do, so you know we'll
never divulge your name & email
to anyone, now or ever!

Your First Name:
Your Last Name:
E-Mail Address:
Confirm E-mail:
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Submit Query

You’d then click the “Sign up now >>” button and arrive here:

You’d select Standard Edition which would take you here:
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You’d select whatever languages you’d want for your Google ads.
Then you’d go here to select which countries you want your ads to appear in:

Next, you'd go here to write your ad:
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You'd then cut-n-paste your keywords and keyword phrases you want for your ad
campaign on this page that comes next:

You can even use Google’s own ‘related keyword’ generation tool that will help you think
of far more keywords than you may have thought by yourself!

The next page to come will be where you set your daily budget and bid defaults (CPC =
Cost Per Click) that you’ll want:
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>>> Notice how I couldn’t care less, but am willing to go as high as $10,000 (US) a day
for my daily budget, and $100 a single ‘click’ (CPC default) thereby ensuring that no
one beats me to the TOP PLACEMENT positions for ALL my choicest select keywords
and phrases for anything I sell!
Now my ad campaign is ready to begin:
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My ad is written and meets Google’s approval algorithms, plus I have ALL my choicest
keywords and phrases to target my select audience, AND my daily budget and default
bids are set so well that I’m guaranteed only the TOP CHOICE SELECT PLACEMENT on
Google’s FRONT PAGES and for EVERY SINGLE KEYWORD (or phrase) I’ve chosen!
I’m then ready to set-up my ad and have Google showing my ads just minutes from
now!

The whole process taking less than 6-11 minutes usually to get started!
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But, this is where my simple secret comes in that eliminates the costs you’d have to
pay otherwise (like 99.9999% of everyone else!)
This way, even if before I would have ran up a daily cost of $2,000 on pay-per-clicks, NOW I
don’t have to pay this charge using what I now have mastered!

This is FREE!

And this is a secret *YOU* cannot afford to pass up either!

I mean, on what you’d spend for my secret, you’d throw
away in just minutes advertising on Google, Yahoo, MSN,
Overture and other search engines – so it makes great
sense to forever claim my secret for yourself, right?
So why continue throwing all your money away when you could be saving (and therefore
PROFITING MORE!) your money instead using my amazing -- but very simple -- SECRET?
Instructional Content Disclaimer: Further, the system it involves neither has anything to do with any “AdWords™ and/or AdSense™
credits or vouchers,” nor the direct provision by Google to the customer any direct free advertising at anytime; nor any free pay-per-click
or otherwise paid-for advertising directly; but rather is a system that if applied correctly and properly and effectively, and as instructed
per the author’s direction, may allow for the elimination of the burden of costs pertaining to that customer’s pay-per-click and/or
otherwise paid-for advertising expense(s). No assurance of success, therefore, is ever given now or at any other time to any buyer(s) of
this Work, and/or party(ies) that may read and/or apply its instruction(s) within or without, and/or paying customer(s) or otherwise; and
the Publisher assumes no legal responsibility(ies) or liability(ies) for the product’s application; and as reasonably ones success or failure
may be due to factors beyond the control of the Publisher, either directly or indirectly.
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More emails from REAL PEOPLE who are using my
secret even now to get their ads on Google and other
search engines FREE:

●

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●

10,000 Insider Tips
●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

New "Mega-Trends"
Online (as they
happen)
●

The Hottest New
Products (as they
become available!)

"I got your [secret] and put it to work within 24 hours!
●

Top Secret MoneyMaking Opportunities
you won't want to miss
out on!

“I was amazed that it worked so easily.

“Within 3 weeks of starting, I had no advertising costs with
Google whatsoever, and still had 993 keywords running strong!

“Ordinarily this would have cost me an arm or a leg, but now I get

●

Insider reviews
showing you which
products you should
buy or sell, and which
you should stay clear
of! ...

all this incredible advertising FREE (just like you promised!)
Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!

“So powerful is your system that even without pushing it to what I

Enter your information below,
to subscribe INSTANTLY:

suspect is less than 1% of its true power, I’ve still been able to
Remember: We hate Spam as
much as you do, so you know we'll
never divulge your name & email
to anyone, now or ever!

Your First Name:
Your Last Name:
E-Mail Address:
Confirm E-mail:

make over $6,600 profit in a single day’s time!

“Thank you, Jon, for showing me this amazing plan!”
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Sammy Robbins

"What are you trying to do? Make everybody ‘Bill Gates’?

“Your secret is the ‘Holy Grail’ for PPC advertising!

“I ordered Perry Marshall’s stuff, which is grand in itself…but
YOUR twist on all of it is the most exciting thing I’ve ever seen.

“What ticks me off though is that after reading your ebook I
couldn't believe I had never thought of how to do

this myself.
“I now am more than confident that I will be very, very rich as
soon as just six months from now!"

Carroll Yalmez
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"I doubted the whole thing when I read what you said about being
able to advertise on Google (of all places!) free.

“Had we shook on a bet I’d be piss poor right about now cuz you’d
be the winner hands down, Mr. Cohen.

“Now though I consider myself armed and dangerous because I think
of your secret as the best marketing weapon ever developed for
aggressive advertisers."

Andy “Sugar Hand” Sweetman

* The testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not apply to the average purchaser, and are not
intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Each individual's success depends on
his or her background, dedication, desire, and motivation.

If you’re still willing to pay for all your Google AdWords ads after finding out here and now that
others are now getting $10 million’s in Google advertising FREE, then something must
be wrong!
The fact is... ***You

DON’T have to pay for another
Google AdWords ad ever again!***
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I’ve literally set up 100’s of Google ad campaigns and generated $1 million’s in clicks, yet
didn’t pay for a single click!
=>> And I didn’t have to do anything illegal, nor did I do any ‘hacking’, nor do I know
anyone or have a relative working at Google to be able to do this!
Instead, I developed a simple, straightforward system that’s easy-to-do that you can start
using in just minutes of securing my secret for yourself!
But before even thinking of stealing my secret for yourself, here are some FAQs you need to
know…

Is your system illegal?

Answer: Absolutely NOT! In fact within just minutes of cracking open my secret for
yourself, I honestly believe you’ll be kicking yourself in the head for not having
thought of this yourself. You’ll probably say to yourself “Man! This is so easy and
simple, why didn’t I think of this first? I could now be selling this secret to the world and
making a killing!”

Do I have to be some kind of technical “wizard” to use and apply your system?

Answer: Are you kidding? What would be the point of trying to sell you something it took
a Harvard PhD in order to use? The fact is that anyone (including an 11 year old kid!) can
easily use and apply my secret. And I’m not being figurative either! I’ve actually received
an email from one lady who told me that due to her poor eyesight she had her 11 year
old son read my system and set the whole thing up for her. So if that doesn’t tell you
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how easy and simple it is to do then nothing will convince you!

Does your system require I know someone on the “inside” at Google?

Answer: Nope! Anyone can secure my system in just 2 minutes from right now, start
using it within 45 minutes from now, and be getting $1 million’s in otherwise paid-for
Google advertising, but because of my secret never have to pay for another pay-perclick ever again! And you never have to know anyone or have any friends or family
working at Google (or any other search engine) in order to do this!

Is your system limited to just Google only, or can I use it for other search engine
pay-per-click advertising?

Answer: My system works for Google™, Yahoo™, MSN™, Overture™, AOL™,
AltaVista™, Lycos™, AllTheWeb™, HotBot™, Froogle™, Accoona™, AskJeeves™,
DogPile™, GigaBlast™, InfoSpace™, Kanoodle™, Looksmart™, MIVA™ (formerly
FindWhat), Netscape Search™, WebCrawler™, and every other search engine ever
invented and currently in use! There are literally over 15,000 Web-based search
engines available today, and my proven system works on all of those with pay-per-click
advertising!
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Am I limited to $10,000, $100,000 or even $1 million in FREE pay-per-click
advertising, or can I go higher?

Answer: With my amazing secret system there is NO LIMIT to how high you can go! If
all you want is just $100,000 in Google paid-for advertising but for free, then you can stop
there if you choose. But if you’re like me, you can go as high as many, many millions
of dollars in otherwise paid-for (and thrown away!) advertising on Google and
practically every other search engine on the entire Web! My system never binds you, only
frees you from ever having to pay for another pay-per-click ever again!

Will Google and other search engines get mad at me and hunt me down and kill me?

Answer: No! Google and all other search engines my system allows you to get pay-perclicks on but for FREE are not at any loss due to your use of my secret system. They
still will make their money and won’t be harmed because YOU end up getting from
now on even $10 million’s in FREE pay-per-click advertising. Once you secure my
secret for yourself and find out how I’ve been doing this for years (and STILL continue to
do so even to this very day!) you’ll see just what I mean (you may even laugh when you
see how amazing, yet simple this truly is!)
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I must admit, this sounds too good to be true, so I’m thinking about just passing up
your offer. Is this valid reasoning?

Answer: Sure, if you want to forever miss out on the best-kept secret on the entire
Internet! Hey, it’s no skin off my back if you decide not to secure my system for
yourself. I’m already rich so getting just a few bucks more out of you won’t either make or
break me. BUT! Passing up on my secret when it is in fact the answer you’ve been looking
for to getting many millions in FREE advertising on Google and all other search engines
may quite possibly be the deciding factor as to whether you really succeed online or not!
(So pass up this offer at your own risk – but don’t say I didn’t WARN YOU FIRST!)

This is FREE!
Reading this site has made me wish “Get Google Ads FREE!” was my idea. I’ll bet
you’re making a bundle selling your secret to the world. So is there any possible
way I too can get in on your success?

Answer: Yes! Inside my secret I reveal how I will actually share my money with you!

"Claim your FREE
subscription to
my newsletter
(a $197 value,
yours free!)...

Look, I’ve made so many millions online, that I’m now feeling a little bit like a selfish pig. I
have fancy cars, planes, several mansions, boats and even young beautiful girls hanging
around me all day. So honestly, I figure it wouldn’t hurt me in the slightest if I shared my
cash fortune with you! (In fact, I may actually just end up making more money by letting
YOU in on this!) So inside my secret I show you a way where I’ll give you 75% of every

... And I'll send you 100s of tips
and secrets for growing your
Internet business!"
Here are a few of the "goodies"
you'll get:

sale you make of this amazing secret! So don’t put off, but secure it for yourself RIGHT
●

NOW!

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●
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10,000 Insider Tips
●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

I’ve decided I want to be just very hardheaded and not claim your amazing secret

New "Mega-Trends"
Online (as they
happen)
●

The Hottest New
Products (as they
become available!)

for my own use and profit. What do you have to say about that, ‘rich man?’
●

Top Secret MoneyMaking Opportunities
you won't want to miss
out on!

Answer: Best of luck to you on the Web. Ever since Google went public many experts
say they’ve just gotten more and more expensive, thereby weeding out a
tremendous segment of their advertisers. So if you honestly want to keep gambling
your advertising dollars away, then by all means, be a fool, lose money, and never get rich
like me and the many others who’ve just now discovered my secret and made it their very
own too! Again, good luck (cuz you’re gunna need it!)

●

Insider reviews
showing you which
products you should
buy or sell, and which
you should stay clear
of! ...
Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!
Enter your information below,
to subscribe INSTANTLY:

So are you ready to succeed BIG?
Are you “itching” to get started? If so, then my NEW release of “Get Google Ads FREE!” is
just sitting here waiting for you! All YOU need to do is click below and DOWNLOAD directly to
your desktop, and my secret becomes YOURS instantly!

Remember: We hate Spam as
much as you do, so you know we'll
never divulge your name & email
to anyone, now or ever!

Your First Name:

How much easier could it be?
Your Last Name:

***>>> The fact is: it can’t be any easier!
E-Mail Address:

I’ve deliberately packaged it as a simple-to-read PDF ebook with instant applications you can
“activate” directly from inside!

(If you don't already have Adobe, download it here free.)

Confirm E-mail:

It takes just 32 seconds to secure online and have it in front of you!
Submit Query

I’ve made it this easy to get so that you don’t have a single valid excuse for refusing to grab it
for yourself! Even the cost to get it is so small in relation to what you get out of it, that you’d
literally have to hate money not to demand this right here and now for yourself!

But hold up: Before you claim ‘Get Google Ads FREE’
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for yourself you must read this important section!...
Now you can sell “Get Google Ads FREE” and earn a HUGE
75% commission on each & every sale you make! …

Plus …
You can actually use the SECRET in “Get Google Ads FREE”
to get all your Google ads you use to sell it FREE!
You of course can become an affiliate
free and start selling. But, for anyone
claiming their very own copy of Get
Google Ads FREE I have a SURPRISE
BONUS section in the back of the ebook
for YOU!
I walk you through step-by-step, and
actually show you a very simple (but
HIGHLY-EFFECTIVE) strategy for
selling Get Google Ads FREE to others
where YOU make an amazing income
instantly!
This way, you get to SHARE in my fortune!
Yes, yes, yes – there are of course the simple and the usual tools to help any
affiliate sell this amazing ebook. However, ONLY INSIDE the ebook itself will you
find my proven and carefully-designed Affiliate-Selling Plan!
• And this is exclusively for people claiming a copy for themselves!
I even show you how to use my amazing secret for getting Google ads free to
actually sell the ebook itself using Google (but without spending a dime on
advertising costs!)
Imagine placing this POWERFUL Google ad to sell Get Google Ads FREE! …
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I show you how you can get TOP Premium Ads at Google (and 100s of other top
search engines) to actually sell Get Google Ads FREE to others, but where you
DON’T pay for the cost of your Google ads you use to sell it!

Your ads would be at the TOP of pages like these for “free adwords,” “free ads,”
and “free advertising” and the like! (A total of many 100s of select highly-targeted
keywords & phrases!)
You could have ads appearing at results from 100s of keywords and
phrases!...
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Imagine getting as few as 500-600 ‘clicks’ a week with just 10 keywords and
where you had NO Google ads’ costs!
Then, let’s say you got an average of 6.7% conversion -- as our tests have
shown can easily happen as this is one really HOT product! (Note: Few of even
the finest products and websites today convert over 1%! Ours converts between
5% and 8% regularly on average!)
You average over $45 commission per sale!
I’m making a bundle selling Get Google Ads FREE, and now you can share in my
fortune by becoming my affiliate!
But remember: This SPECIAL Bonus Section is only available to you if you
secure a copy for yourself – and it contains many things you can’t get at the
Affiliate Page! (So you MUST order Get Google Ads FREE for yourself to see all
the exciting extra selling materials I give you that will make you even more money!)
WARNING! – Don’t order from yourself as we will DISABLE your copy remotely if
you do as that would be unfair. PLUS, you should be glad we do this as this more
than ensures that YOU get YOUR COMMISIONS as people will be FORCED to
order through you so you ALWAYS get your commissions no matter what – and
there’s NO WAY around this!

So please, claim your copy of my secret for yourself without wasting another minute!
Order Now just by clicking the button immediately below!

But wait, there’s even MORE!..
When you claim your copy of Get Google Ads FREE! you’ll
also receive the “POWER LESSONS” absolutely FREE!
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These supplements arrive in your email and are jam-packed with additional
information and materials designed to help you make even more money using
what you learn inside!
The author shows you specific examples he’s been successful with, and provides
you an almost endless series of powerful resources enabling you to do even more!
Included are such things as:
• “How [the author] Made $7 Million!”
• “The Secret to ‘PRE-Capitalization!”
• “How [the author] Made Over $10 million Selling Electronic Games!” (Using this
secret!)
• “How to Use this SECRET as an Affiliate Marketer!”
• “Sources of FREE Traffic!”
• “Real Contact Support Emails Answered by Our Staff!” (You may find YOUR
questions already answered here!)
• “How to Guarantee YOUR SUCCESS!”
Plus, many more extra lessons FREE!
You even get FREE Audio Lessons in each jam-packed issue!
Considering you get “Get Google Ads Free” (which shows you this amazing
secret in itself!) these EXTRA supplemental lessons are an extraordinary amazing
series of SUPER-BONUSES you’ll look forward to in your daily email!
As if all this weren’t enough, you’ll even get future supplemental products,
ebooks, and reports on a variety of related helpful information all FREE! (Unless
you say stop! – Ha!)
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So don’t miss out! Secure your copy of Get Google Ads Free now!

Just 153 copies left today at $30 OFF!!
Tomorrow you'll have to pay FULL PRICE!
Order Now!! Even if it's 2 a.m. in the morning!!

A Regular $297 Value!

Now JUST $67!
(But ONLY if you order now or within the next 5 days!)

04 days 23 hours 58 min 56 sec remaining
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Click here to secure through ClickBank™,
the most trusted name in digital products online!

Remember, it’s not yet available in stores!
ClickBank’s Return Policy is ours too…
ClickBank will, at its option, replace or repair any defective
product within 8 weeks from the date of purchase. After 8
weeks all sales are final.
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Get Our FREE Newsletter Here!!
"Claim your FREE subscription to my
newsletter (a $197 value, yours free!)...
... And I'll send you 100s of tips and secrets
for growing your Internet business!"
Here are a few of the "goodies" you'll get:

●

Free Ebooks (PDF's)
●

10,000 Insider Tips
●

500 Amazing Secrets
●

New "Mega-Trends" Online (as they happen)
●

The Hottest New Products (as they become available!)
●

Top Secret Money- Making Opportunities you won't want to miss out on!
●

Insider reviews showing you which products you should buy or sell, and which you should stay
clear of! ...

Plus, 1,000s MORE!!!
Enter your information below, to subscribe INSTANTLY:
Remember: We hate Spam as much as you do, so you know
we'll never divulge your name & email to anyone, now or ever!

Your First Name:
Your Last Name:
E-Mail Address:
Confirm E-mail:

Submit Query

Trademark, Truth in Advertising, and other relevant disclaimers: This product (hereinafter referred "Work"), its contents, and its publisher are not in any way directly associated with
Google™, Google.com™, Google AdWords™, and/or Google AdSense™, or any other office(s), business entity(ies), or otherwise associated with, or owned and/or operated by any division
(s), subsidiary(ies), legal entity(ies), or otherwise belonging to Google, or its departments or properties; nor likewise any other search engine similarly situated, nor its provider(s).
Instructional Content Disclaimer: Further, the system it involves neither has anything to do with any “AdWords™ and/or AdSense™ credits or vouchers,” nor the direct provision by Google to
the customer any direct free advertising at anytime; nor any free pay-per-click or otherwise paid-for advertising directly; but rather is a system that if applied correctly and properly and
effectively, and as instructed per the author’s direction, may allow for the elimination of the burden of costs pertaining to that customer’s pay-per-click and/or otherwise paid-for advertising
expense(s). No assurance of success, therefore, is ever given now or at any other time to any buyer(s) of this Work, and/or party(ies) that may read and/or apply its instruction(s) within or
without, and/or paying customer(s) or otherwise; and the Publisher assumes no legal responsibility(ies) or liability(ies) for the product’s application; and as reasonably ones success or failure
may be due to factors beyond the control of the Publisher, either directly or indirectly.
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Earnings Disclaimer | Affiliates Make Money Here!

© 2007, GetGoogleAdsFree.com.
All rights reserved.
Earn big with Google AdWords™.
Now Google pay-per-clicks are FREE using my amazing secret!
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